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ABSTRACT
- "

An outstanding feature of dc transmission line is its

ihbuilt facility of fast control of power flow through thl;llina
in times of disturbance in the ac system, which offers a new
approach to the problems of power system stability. The dc linG
impro ves 'the dynamic stabili ty 0 f ac system operati •.,,~ ~ ".:r:all =1
with it.

The mathematical model of an ac-dc p~rallel line system
connecting an equivalent synchronous generator ~d an infinite

bus has been developed for incorporation in the transient stabi-
lity study, A great majo:r:ity of system faults such as thoss due
to lightning a'nd swinging wires are transitory in nature and for

which a three-phase temporary fault in the ae line with :r:apid

reclosing faeil'ity has been considered. A cOmputer programh,,-.
been developed and an IBM 370 machine has been used in this
investigation,

The inherent' damping charact2ristic of the slngle ac line.<

system, the double circuit ac line system and the parallel ac-de
line system has been investigated, Tne dc power through the de
line has been increased by two types of contrciic.,by changing t",s

rectifier delay angle and by changing both the rectifier del~y

angle and the inverter delay angle simultaneously, The parallel
ae-dc line has been studied without power eontrol and for normal

inc:r:ease of power flow and also for oxcessive increase of power
flow through the line,

It has been observed that if no power control is undertaken
the ac-dc line has Worse swing characteristics than that of thE
parallel ac lins. 'The' transient stability of ac-dc line imprcves

significantly if the power fiow through the dc linke is incrsased

tempo:r:ari,ly', The system stabilises rapidly after disturbance i'C,
the de powe:r: flow is increased by controlling rectifier delay. ,

angle' and the inverter delay angle simultaneously. However excc'ssiv,c

increase of de power flow makes the system overdamped and the

system tekes longer time to return to normal condition or eVen
it can become unstable,
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CHAPTER-l

HJTRODUCTIOI~

1,1 SOME ASPECTS OF POWER SYSTEM

Most power systems have many generating stations, each

with several generators and many loads, most bf which are combi-

nations of synchronous motors, synchronous condensers, induction

motors, lamps, heating devices and others. Although practically

there is no power systems consisting of merely one generator and

one synchronous motor for purpose of analysis the whole system

is replaced by one equivalent generator and one equivalent

synchronous motor, Nevertheless, qualitatively the behavior of

the machines of an actuaL ..system is usually like that of a two-

machine system. If the external power system is large compared

with that of the industrial plant, disturbances within the plant

do not effect the voltage at the point of conn8ction, In such a

case the external power system is said to be an infinite bus

and is represented by a constant voltage having no internal

impedance, On the assumption the external power system is an

infinite bus, sometimes two machines system is replaced by an

equivalent generator and an infinite bus. The power system

quantities are usually expressed in per unit quantities due to

the inherent advantages of the per unit (p,u,) computations.

In present day power systl3ms the term' stability' has

assumed special importance. When a machine falls out of step

with the others in a system, it no longer serves its function,

Synchronous machine out of step operation is not only useless
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but also injurious, It has .a disturbing effect on system voltages.

Voltages fluctuate up and down between wide limits.

Since instability has a bad effect on the quality of

service, a power system should be designed and operated so that

instability is impTobaie and occurs rarely. There are some

natural circumstances which work against network instabilities,

for instance voltage and frequency dep.en<l&nceof load, Art,j,ficial

means have to be added to ~rovide stable conditions. Some of

these are in practical use. such as saries capacitors compensa.

tion, generator exitation control and eVen change of load.

Theoretical and experimental investigation carried out by sev;~ral-

have shown that d.c link can also be used as a

tool of stabilisation of ac networks, to which they are conn'"c"':-.d.

The rapidity and the accuracy with which the power transfer

through a dc link follows any given control signal have led to

the use of de link iCS a stabilising tool,

A digital computer is a powerful tool for the power system

engineers. It hi3s provided the ci3pability for performing more

advanced engineering and scientific computations that were

previously unattempted, because 0 f their complex and time con-

suming nature. The problem is to be defined precisely. It is

then necessary to develop a mathematical model to represent

the physical systEm. This requirl3s specifying thG characteristics

of individual system components as well as the rElations which

govern the behaviour of the systems. In accordance with the degree

of accuracy desired a suitable method is then selected for solu-
tion of equations.



1,2 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF DC TRANSMISSION

The applications .of electricity began with direct current

such as the dc telegraphy and the first power station in the

world .was built' in New York in 1882 with dc g'e""r~to':rs:•.+.n.... rhur:IL

System o,f series wound dc generator.s connected in series was

developed. in FreJnce to give dc high voltage and from 1880 tD

1911 at least 19 Thury Systems were installed in Europe. In 1936

the GEC Co. connected the Mechanicville hydrD-plant Df 40 Hz by

dc line with the GEC factory Df 60 Hz at Schenectady,

The development and improvement Df mercury arc rectifiers

fDr high pDwer ec tD dc cDnversiDn has cDntinued since its

inventiDn in 1903, The silicDn-cDntrDlled-rectifiers (SCR) came

into the picture in 1960 and the SCRS are still being develDped

fDr handling the highest vDltages and pDwers required for hvdc

transmissiDn,

In 1954, a dc transmissiDn line was installed to supply

20 MW frDm the mainland Df Sweden to GDtland island about 60

miles in Baltic sea, This 100 kv dc link employs underwater cable

for one conductor and uses the seawater fDr the return path,

A 300 miles long ~ 400 kv., 750 M\<Jdc link joined the hydro-pnw::r-

plant at Volgagrad with the industrial and mining district in

DDnets Basin in USSR in 1962. In 1970, a + 400 KV. 2xl440 M\<Jdc

link in parallel with a 60 Hz ac link was installed joining the

state of Washington and OregDn with SDuthern California and

Arizona. The first dc link in parallel with an ac link is howsver

the 130 KV Vancouver island scheme in Canada, A large number of
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dc trans~is~ion lines a~e operating in many .countries and a

greater no of projects are being constructed.

1.3 COMPARISON OF AC AND DC TRANSMISSION

Advantaqas of DC Transmission

Corona Loss: The corona losses measured on the same line

at the same ac and dc voltages are found that the dc voltage

causes significantly less corona loss. The corona losses depend

on weather condition but they increase significantly less for

rain or mist with dc voltage than with ac voltage.

Skin Effect: The ac resistance of a conductor is higher

than its dc resistance but the difference is not considerable

for conductors of usual diameters at power frequencies.

Power in .ae -and dc Circuit: Consider an ac li-n8 and a dc

line using the same conductors and insulators. For the same

temperature. the dc current equals the rms ac current. that 15

Id = Ia and for the .same breakdown voltage of insuletors. the

dc voltage is 12 times the rms ae voltage, that is Vd = 12 Va.

Then

dc power per conductor, Pd
and

ac power per conductor,

The ratio

P = V r Co s lIJa a a

~P =
a

1.L
Co sl<1 and ~

P a

3
= 2 if Cos 1<1 = .945
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Now compare ths power capabilities of a 3-phase; 3-wire

ac line with a bipolar 2-wire dc line.

3
2 = 1

Therefore both lines can carry tho same power. HOwever the

dc circuit having only two conductors will have 2/3rd copper

loss and 2/3rd as many insulators compared to those of ac line.

Voltage Limits: The peak of switching overvoltage is 2-3

times the peak of normal "c voltage, switching surges on dc linss

are lower then say 1.7 timss normal voltage. In cables the

insulation will withstand a dc voltage 1.4 times higher than the
ac volt"Jge.

Reactive POwer and Voltage Variation: On long EHV ac lines,

the production and consumption of rGBctive power by the line

itself constituts a ssrious problem. Voltage doubling effect
end

occurs at the open/of a long line following line energiziltion.

A dc line itself requires no reactive power. The converters at

both ends of tho line; however draw reactivc power from the ac
systems.

With ac voltagc; cables are operated at a load much below

the surge impedance in order to avoid ov:crheilting. In 50/60 Hz,

25-50 miles long cilbles, the charging current equals the rated

current, leaving no margin for the load current. The length of

ac submarine cables is limited to 20 miles because of the

difficulty of installing shunt reactors. The dc cables have no
such limitiltion.
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Short-Circuit Current' The interconn"ctiDnbf ac systems

thrDugh an ac lines roises the shDrt-circuit curr"nts, requiring

sDmetimes the replacement Df existing circuit breakers. The dc

line CDntributes nD curreht to an ac short-circuit beYDnd its

rated current. The current in a shDrt-circuit Dn the dc line is

limited by automatic grid cDntrDl tD twice the rated current.

GrDund Retur", i\ 2-cDnductDr bipDlor dc lihe is more'~~~---~~~.. .

reliable than a 3-CDnductor ac line, because in the event of a

fault Dn Dne cDnductDr, the other cDnductDr can continu s to

operate with grDund return. Such operetiDn Df an ac line is nDt

feasible, because Df the high impedance of the grDund and

telephohe interference.

Asvnch rDnou s.[i nk: PDwer can be interchanged by dc link

between systems Df different frequencies Dr systems of the same

frequency which are nDt in synchiDnism.

Economic Factnr~: The CDst pcr unit length of a dc line

is lDwer than that Df an ac line of the same pDwer capability,

but the cDSt Df the terminal equipment Df a dc line is much

mDre than that of an ac line. Ther8fDr8 it is obvious that

there is a minimum distance of trsnsmission for which ac and.dc

systems havG the: s"':~':~9!;i'll::,l cC3tS for transmission of the sam';'.

circuit IDadings. This distanc8 is knDwn as break~eveh distance.

"If the transmissiDn distance is shDrter than the break-eveh

distance, ac transmission is ch8aper than, dc; if IDnger, dc is

cheaper than ac•.
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The ordinete of Fig, 1,1 is either in cbst/MW Or for ~

given amount of pOwer, ,The v8iti~Bl iriterce~t is the ~bst of

the terminal equipment alone,

, ,fi91Cafry, COncordia, ~nd WObdin the1r study - made Of the

econ'Omics of de versus ac ovc,ihead transmission c'oncluded t'h,Bt

de ~v8thead p6wor~tr2nsm{ssion system was suited foi ion~

distancetiansmissibn of 1ar'g8 bloc'ks of ~o'wer, They' have noticr"d

tna't a minimum distance of 350 miles i~s req'uired to' overcome

t:he econ'o'm:l-cadiJantage of th'e ac system, An eco'nomic co'mp'arison

between' ClCand dc transm{ssion m"de by an intern'ClU6'riB'l wdi'king

for lOBO Mvl.

Pf6weiJerl' tllere is a prb'spect for a greater decreas'e in

the cost 6'f de line terminals with i:'n'~Taasirig: dp'eiIen'CB Eind'

v6iuin'e 6f prodi!J:ction iri the co'st (j'f a'c equ'ipmenf.,

Di'sad\iClntaq as oldc Trari'smiss'fo'ri

56 far no successful dc eircui~ breaker hes ~~eri 6~£it

fo:r th'e high vbltag es end high cui'rmits usad in dc tia'ri'srti{s'sion.

the cbnvtlrter iJ'altlies to block ttl'e dir'<Jet cur rent.,

Thc' cbnv8rtcr us",d wi'ttl a de 1i"n'3 produCo harmonic

vb'ltaq8s and current on both ae and de Si:d8S'. TIi'cse ha'rrnorii'cs

cause i'nt'erferencc with audio fti3querity telcophon8.'
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1.4 BE LINK AS A POWER SYSTEM STABILITY TOOL

A network is termed stable, if after a disturbance, it
!lieturns to

is defined
a final condition of equilibrium. Steady state limit
b ~t . [24] h . fl f .blY ~ evenSLon as t e maXlmum" ow a power pOSSl B

through a particular point without the loss of stability whsn

the power is increased gradually. If a large increment of load

is added sudd8~ly, instead of gradually, the system will fall

out of step though the new load does not exceed the steady-st. to

stability lim"it. The upp8r limit of sudden increment of load

which the system will carry without going out of step is known

as transient stability limit of the system. The transient stability

limit is always below the steady state stability limit.
" El E2The well known power angle equation P = X Sin 0

12
suggests the following methods of increasing steady,state

stability limit.

IncreClse in the excitation of thf2 g<:ncrator or motor or

both, increases the maximum power that can be transferred. A

reduction in the reactance of the network also increases the

stability, Practically this reduction is made by series capacitor

compensation or by pnralleling two or more lines.

A modorn technique to improve the system stability is

to use the dc link. A dc transmission link itself has no stabi~ity

problem. Two separate ac systems interconnected by a de link

do not operate in synchronism even if their nominal frequencies

are equal. In some cases, the network impedance is SO dominant
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ovar the transmission line impedance that no matter what voltage

level and power capability the line has it will not be stabls.

An HVDC link with its non-synchronous naturc; is then tho only

solution, Tho dc transmission links havc sufficient overload

capacity to prevent any transient stability difficulties.

The fnct that" synchronous or asynchronous dc transmi-
I.t') .

ssion link is sO well equipped to have a stabilising effect

on ec networks is duc to tho rate at which dc power can be

changed, The work of stabilisation is thus performed with the

smallest possiblE corraction of power.

1.5 PURPOSE OF INVESTIGATION

The conventional technique to improve th" transient stabi-
lity is the increase of sending end voltage, the decrease of

transmission line impedance by componsating with series capacitor

or by paralloling two or moro trcnsmission lines. Tho oxcitatico

control to imprOVE tho transient stebility was first uscJd in 1924.

The ac transmission as compared to a dc one, is a synchronDus

tie betwGon tWD pDwor notworks. Disturbance in one network wil~

affsct the ether netwcrk as well, The de line, because Df its

nonsyn~hrDnous nature is not sub~ ct tD this limitation. A dc

transmission line itself has no stability problem. Two SGpar9te

BC systems intercDnnscted by a dc line dD not operate in synchrc-

nism even .if their nDrmal frequencies are equal.
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The effect of a dc transmission line on the transient

stability of an ac system h"s b88n studied and for that an

ac-dc paral181 line h8s been considet',"din place of the usual

double circuit ac line. A mathematical modol of an ac-dc parallel

line system connecting a synchronous machine and an inTinite bus

has been developed for incorporation in the transient stability

study. A program has also been developed to study {he behaviour

of the system using a digital computer.

Tho system has been subjected to a temporary disturbancB

becauso the great majority of faults on transmission systems arc

due to such couses as lightning strike or swinging wires and,

thereforo; these faults are transitory in nature. The inherent

damping charactc='.stic of a single BC line system, a doub!e

cirCuit ac line and an ac~dc paral!el line system have been

investigated separately. For transitory three-phase Tault in

the ac line with rapid reclosing oT the faulted line after a

.finito time. Th8 efffCct on transient stability of the incr"m [Cnt

of dc power flow after cle8ring the Tault in tho at line has been

investigated. The eTfect of large incre~ent of dc power flow has

been studi cd so as to find an optimut:lvalue of incTf3ment of de

power flow for a psr.ciculc=.line. The effect on transient

st",hi15."!oy['''.::,.".;c~=::m::ntof dc power flow h8s been invfJstigqt:"c.

for two typss of control - increment of power flow by controlling

the rectifier dc!ay ang18 and incremGnt oT power flow by contrc:-

lling the rectifier delay angle and the inverter delay anglo

simLJltaneou sly.

.--.'
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CHAPTt:R-Z
SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR AND TRANSMISSION LIN~S

2,1 IDEAL SYNCHRO~OUS MACHINES:

The essential faatures of a 3-phasB synchronous machine is
shown in tho figu~8 (Z,l). On the stator era the throe distri-

buted windings a, b, and c and on tho rotor is the d-c field

winding f. The rotor has two axes of symmetry, tho direct axis

d and tho quadrature axis. q, The d and q axes revolve with

tho rotor, while tho magnetic axes of the throe stator phasos

remain fixed, To expedite analysis, tho machine is idealized
by the following assumptions:_

(i) Magnetic saturation, hysteresis and eddy currents
,3re neglected,

(ii) Tho space m mf and flux waves arc sinusoidally
distributed,

2,Z VOLTAGE AND FLU~ RELATIONS:

In terms of tho solf and mutual inductancGS the flux
. ... . [2~linkages ~n the ma.tr~x form ore

Ya 1. aa J.gp Jac Jac -i- a
% 1. ba Jbb J.bc Ibf -ib=

JCb Icc icf't'c lca -i c
'if Jfa jfb ifc Iff -if

(Z.1)
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and the voltage equations in terms of flux linkagcs; resistance
and currents ;::lrs

e 'Va ia a
<

eb = P 'Vb
.-R~\';).~~,': ib (2.2)a

c \VC ic c

Bfd = P\Yfd + Rfd ifd

2.3 INDUCT,~NCE5:

The self and mutual inductances associated with the stator

circuits arc functions of rotor positiions. The self inductance

of field winding will not vc;ry with thc rotor position, since

the stator is a cylindrical structure i.u. rotor self unductance
is

(2.3)

and the sti:ltor-to-rotormu tual inductcinccs . r22J
ero

Jaf = Lc;fd Cos 8

i-bf = Lafd Cos (8 - 1200 ) (2.4)

1.Cf = Lafd Cos (8 + 1200 )

Considering only the first terms of the Fourier series the

sulf inductancb of the stator can be expressed in terms of a
constant and a second harmonic
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I Jaa L + L Cos 2 8= g2aao

Jnb = L + Lg2 Cos (2 8 + 1200 ) (2.5)aao

Jcc = L + Lg2 Cos (2 8 - 1200 )aao

where L = L + Laao at; go

Similarly th e sta tor-to-stator mutual inductances are

J.ab = iba = - 5L + Lg2 Cos (28 - 1200 )• go

Lbc = JCb •• - 5L + Lg2 Cos 28• go

Jca = Jac = -.5 L + L g2 Cos (28 + 120° )go

2.4 PARK'S TRANSFORMATION

(2.6)

!

A set of Complicated equations can be formed combining

the equations (2-1) to (2-6) to satisfy the behaviour of syn-

chronous machine. The solution of thes8oquations will however •

.be a most unwioldly task. The use of Pi3rk's transformation

greatly simplifies ~h8SB equations.

In th8 Pork's trensformation all the armature currents,

voltages and flux linkages are resolved into ~ two .Bxis refe-

rence frame which rotate in synchronism with the rotor. One of

the two axes is along the polar axis known as direct axis and

tho other is tho intorpolar axis known as quadrature axis.

The relation bctw8eri the new variables and the phase variable
is given by

fd Cos 8 Cos (8 1200) Cos(8 + 120°) fa
f 2 -Sin 8 - Sin (8 120°) -Sin( 8 120° ) fb (2.7)= '3 - +q

fa f t 1 t f,- c \
\
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The symbol f can represent either current or voltage or fiux

linkage. The in~crsc t~ansformation by whieh the phase variables

are obtained from the dqo variables is given by

f Cos 8 - Sin 8 1 fda

fb = Cos (8 - 120°) - 5in(8-1200) 1 f (2.8)
cj

f Cos (8 + 120°) - 5in(8+120°) 1 fc °

2.5 SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE RELATIDNS IN d~o VARIABLES

In equation (2-1) Park's transformation is applied for

both flux linkages end currents and aqJations (2-3) to (2-6)

are substituted. Tho results ara

, .

'+'fd Lffd
3 id= ~fd - '2 Lafd

't'd= Lafd ifd - Ld id

'rq = - L iq q

'to = - L i
0 0

where

Ld = Lal + 1,(L + Lg2)2 go

L = L + 1 (L - Lg2)q al 2 go
L = Lal°

(2.9)

.(2.10)

Similcrly using Park's t~ansformetion,n equation (2-2) and

subst5.tuting (2.9) the voltBge equations sr'"obtained as
follows
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ed = - R id + P '+'d w'fqa
e = - R i + P lfq + W Ifd ( 2,11)q a q

eo = - R i + p Yoa 0

where

w = pS = angular velocity

(2.12)

2.6 EQUATION OF SYNCHROr~OUS GENERATOR, ND INFINITE BUS SYSTE,q:

The sending end bus voltages are written in the matrix
form from the basic flux linkag8 relat,ccons,

IYa
,'-

v i ~a a a
vb = p Ilfb R ib -L P ib (2.13)a T
v lye; i ic c c,-

Using Park's transformation and noting that under balanced

condition the zero sequence components are zero the above,
equations can be modified to

v
q ( 2,14)

noting ,that Ps = w

I-fthe system quantities are express.cd in pEn unit form,
it is 'found that

,
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p
= w e

8 = 8P.U.
and

L = Xp.U. p.U.

In the per unit form equations (2.14) and (2.12) be'come

w
v =-- \.tJ +d w • qe

1
W
8

P t.rd - w
w
e

x L -T q

w
I..t"d

_1_
P Ifq iv = + - rq w w a q0 °

°fd = rfd'-fd + -1_ p \f fdw
0

whore

lffd = xffd ifd - xafd id

lr'd = xafd ifd - xd id

lrq = - x i
q q

w
w
o

1
w
C

(2.15)

(2.16)

The field excitation produced on open ~ircuit is given by

Substituting equations (2.16) and (2.17) in the oquation

(2.17)

(2.15) thE) diroct and quadrature axis Jonerator bus voltage

and field axcitation voltage ar8 obtai'od as

w
w
o

( x + xT) iq q (2.18 )

w ( ) • •--- x +x ~ -r l.w j T d a q
8

( 2.19 )



SYN • GEN.

X-FORMER

GEN. BUS

TRANSMISSION LINE

INFINITE BUS

FIG. 2.2 GENERATOR AND INFINITE BUS SYST£M CONNECTED
BY A SINGLE AC LINE
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(-L
w e

-(2.20)

The infinite bus of Fig. (2.2) is related mathematically with

generator bus through an ac transmissiDn line by tho following

set of equations.

v ia a

vb =R' ib + LLP
L

v ic c

i \f
a Ba

ib + 'fBb ( 2.21)

i fB cc

Using Park's transformation and expres5ing in P.U. the abovo

equations b8come

vd = rL idA - .!i- xL i + -:l PidA + VB Sin aw qA "I8

i w
idA -:l Pi VB Cos av = rL + xL + +q qA w w qA8 e

(2.22)

(2.23)

where idA and iqA are direct and quadrature axis current respec-

tively through the ac transmission lin" and

(2.24)

where a is the angle between the quadrature ax~s of the generator

and quadrature axis of infinite bus. TI'e zero sequence component

is ignored in devGloping the equation (2.21) since for symmetrical

three phase operation the zero sequenc') component is zero.

The swing equation which is impo::t"nt in d8termining the
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.'l.L(T - T )H m e (2.25)

where T is thE mc,chanical torque;, T is the air gap. electricalm e
torque and H is the inertia constan~ of the machine •

..,The per unit spcl,d deviation is definGd as

Again

~=

~=w-wdt e

w - w e
w e

(2.26)

(2.27)

Equation (2.28) and 8quation (2.30) may be writt8n as

( 2. 30 )

Po = 2 We

1
Pn. = F(Tm - T )e

( 2. 31 )

( 2- 32)

Torque is obtained by dividing the air gap power by the rotor

speed •.
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when the valur; of .\f'd and 'f'q are substituted from equation

(2.16) 8quation (2.33) can b8 written as

( 2. 34 )

The equations (2.18) and (2.19) are eq~ated with the equations

(2.22) and (2.23) resp8ctively since idA = id and i
qA

=

a single line infinite bus syst8m.

i in
q

i
q

(2.35)

i
q

( 2.36)
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CHi\PTER-3

CONVERTER

3.1 VALVE CHriR~CTERISTIC

,\valve normally conducts in only one direction from

anode to cathode and while it is conducting there is a small

drop of voltage across it, The forward voltage in a HV mercury-

arc valve is in the range of 40 to 50 volts. The valve can

sustain a comparitively high voltage i, the reverse direction

without conducting, exccopt for a negligible leakage current,

The idealized voltage-current characte~istic of a diode is
shown in Fig, (3,1),

Compared to forward current and peak inverse voltage

the inverse leakage current and the forward voltage drop

respectively ere negligible, The curvo shows that the r'tiv'ers8:

curr",nt is zero for the" inverse voltag",

3,2 CONSTRUCTION OF VONVERTERS

The central point of the dc transmission link is the valve,

High voltage valve noeds large anode insulator and a number of

voltage dividing grids, lIn envalope is r8quired ,~round the

anode insulator to withstand high voltiJge stress iJnd high

temperature at the same time, Multiphase valve arrangements

with common cathode ara completely excluded to avoid the presence

of the heavy current arc in the same t,'nkduring the,blocking

interval of other phases, On the other hand in the high voltage

valve the current of one phase can be advantageously distributed

over several parallel anodes in the same tank,



Currenl
+

Anode
Voltage

+

Grid
Voltage

1Voltage
rForward
I
I
i
I
I

~ __ -+I ------t ••..Current
Inverse Forward .

Inverse

Flg.(3-1).Symbolof Valve and Idealized Valve Characteristic.
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Two differ::mt kinds of valv2 h",v'3be8n uS8d for dc

transmission links, The majority of installBtionsin operation

today arp. equipped with mercury arc valves. M chang2 to thyristor
valves has now be~un, .

3,3 PROPERTIES OF CONVERTER CIRCUITS

In the an",lysis of conv8rter circuits it is assumed

that the valves. the ac sourc8, the tr,msformer and the dc

load are id8al i,a, the ac source has no imp8dance and delivers

constant voltage of sinusoidal wave fo=m and constant frequency,

For poly-phase converters it delivers balanced voltage, The

transformers have no leakage impedance nor exciting admittance,

ThE dc load has infinite inductanC8, f"om which it follows that

the direct curr8nt is constant, th",t is frae from ripp18,

Se18ction of a HV dc Converter Carcuit

Because of the, follo""ing advi3nt8Q"s thO'bridge circuit

is universally used for high power high volt8ge ac-dc converters

1) F6r a given direct voltage the P,I,V, of the valves

is only half that of any other six-pulse circuits except

cascad~ of 2-3 phase and cascad8 3-1 phase tircuits.

2) For a given power output, the volt-ampere rating of

the trans'former secondary winding i;; less than that in any
other circuit,
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All valves
( average)
Transformer
Primary
Transformer
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wh"re a is the transformation ratio.
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3) The volt-ampere rating of the transformer primary

winding is equal to or less than that of the other circuits.

4) The transformer connections are the simplest. Double

or centre-tapped secondary windings are not required.

5) The secondary windings may be connected either in

wye or in delta.

6) i\rcbacks can be suppr;3ssf3d by grid control and a

bypass valvo. In the bridge connection there are two valves

in series across the dc line and two ii' series opposition

across each pair of ac terminals. If a~l valves but the mal-

operating one are blocked by grid control, that one has no

circuit through which current can be supplied to it.

3.4 CONVERTER ANALYSIS WITH GRID CUNTRUL AND OVERLAP

In the analysis of the bridge circuit the instantaneous

line to neutral Ef~FS of the source ,~r'3 t"ken 8S

e = E Sin (wt + 150 0) = E Cos (wt + 60°)a m m

eb = E Co s (wt 600
)m (3.1)

e = E Cos (wt _ 1800)c m

Therefore the corresponding line to line EMFs will be

e = e - e = '{3 E Cos (wt + 30° )ac a c m

eba = '{3 E Cas (wt _ 900)m

ecb = '{3 E Cos (wt + 150 0)m

(3.2)



Fig. (3-2). Wavesof instantaneous EMFS of AC sourse.

1

ie

4

3

6

5

2

\7d

Fig. ( 3-3). Circuit of bridge converter.
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In this analysis the effects of two sources are superimposed

as the circuits with valves a~e piecewise linear, That is, with

a certain set of valves conducting, it is a linear circuit; with

another set of valves conducting it is a different linear circuit,

In the bridge circuit of Fig, (3,3) the conducting valves may

be two, three or four according to the overlap, As the sources

have at least some inductances there is always some overlap,

An uncontrolled valve ignites as soon as the voltage

across it becomes most positive, Valve3 having control grids

can be made to delay ignition but not :0 advance it, The delay
oangle is denoted by ~ and ~ cannot excaed 180 ,

The average direct voltage Vd is found by integrating

the shaded area A of Fig, (3.4) where r< = 0

Vdo = 1A
It 0

3 0

= [;3 e d8It ac

1 0

= Ilt!3 '{3 E Co s (8 + 300
) d8It m

= ill E (3.3)It m

Vdo can also be expressed in terms of line-to-neutral (rms)

ELn and rms line-to-line voltage ELL

( 3.• 4')

From Fig, (3,5) it is evident that wher. delay angle a is takan

into consideration both limits of integration are simply increased
by a,



Fig.( 3-4). Waves of instantaneous EMFS of AC source.

•When 0(= 0

•When 0(.=30

Fig.(3.5). ]nstantaneous direct voltage with ignition delay angle.

Ea
•When 0('" 0

la,

Eo.
o

Whenc(=30

,
Fig.(3-6). Waves forms showing phase displacement and ignition delay.
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0:
Vd = J a e d8

0:-60 ac

3 0:
300)= - J E Cos (8 + d8

1t ex-6ClO

i. e. Vd = m E Sin (0: + 300) - Sin ( 0: - 300)1t m

= 1ll.. E Cos 0:
1t m

= Vdo Cos ex (Since V = 313 Em) (3.5)do 'I":

As 0: can arange from 0 to almost 180 t'e range of Vd will be

from Vdo to -Vdo' Since tho current Id connot ravrse because

of the unidirectional property of the valves, negative voltage

in conjunction with positive currant Id represents reversed

power flow; that is conversion from dc power to ac power.

Obviously a convl'rter can not invert uflless it has grid control.

Neglecting the 10ss8s in the con\'erter the 8C power must
equal the dc power

The shape of rectangular pulses of Id is independent of 0: as

long as there is no ov()rlap. Only 0: determines the amount of

reactive current taken or supplied by the converter.

By Fourier analysis the crest val.ue of the fundamental
component of ac line current

1t/3
,f = -1-J Id Cos 8 d8
v2 ILl '1":/2 -'1":/3

( 3; 7)



5 i -3 -5 1

(; 2 4- (;
wt When fJ-= o'

•
c.Jt When !J-=40

Fig. (3-7). Effect of overlap angle p on the number of valves

ea
conducting simultaneosly.

• 1 £,~ Va
eb 'Vet~ 3

N
i.

"-' letVb
e",• 2 i;.

"'- Vc
Fig.( 3-8). Bridge converter with valves 1 2 and 3 conding.

Fig. (3-9). Currents and during commutation of valves 1and 3
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The rms value of fundamental line currant

Substituting the value of ILl from equ"3tion (3.B) and ELn
from equation (3.4) into equation (3.61 it is found that

Cos 111 = Cos a ( 3.9)

Till now in this analysis we hav, not considEred overlap.

But the ac source., esp8cially th", tran ,former. has inductnnce,

the cu rrent in it can vary only at a f:.ni t c rate. and therefor []

the transfer of curr8nt from one phase to another requires a

finite time, called commutation time 0:.' overlap time; flIw

where .A is the ov;crlap angle. In norm,.,l opsration it is less

than 600• This analysis is confined to two Or three valves

conducting alternately with 0 L u L 60".

Betwesn two consecutive commutations. only two valves

conduct. When wt = .a. the 3rd valve st"rts conduction i. 8.

during commutation time three valves i, 2 and 3 conduct. Thus

dc currant is transferred from the outgoing valve to the

incoming valve. \-Ihen voltage equation is written for the

eb - 8 = L
di3 - L

dil
a c dt c dt

'f3 Em Cos (wt - 90) = L
di3 L

dil (3.10) \c dt c dt
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From Fig. (3.B) thG nodal equation caG be writt8n as

il = Id - i3

or
dil = 0 -

di3
dt dt

(3.11)

The valUe of
dil
dt is substitut8d in 8o~ation (3.10)

or V3 E
m------ Sin wt dt = di32L c

5inco at t 0: i3 0wt = 0: or at = =w

V3 E t i3m f Sin .,t dt f di32L =
c o:/w °

or 152 (Co s 0: - Cos wt) = i3 = Id
. i .

1 (3.12'

whoro . I 5~
V3 E

= __ ",.,'!l_
2 ",I.

c
( 3:13)

At the' end of commutation period i. '8. "t wt = 0: + u = 0

Since il = 0 aquation (3.12) bccom8s

I d = I 52 (Co s CJ( - Coso) (3.14)

From Fig. (3.B) it is 8vid8nt ','-~"; c!'J~'_ng ~~mrr"-''''~''''Dn the lino-

to-line voltage of the s~ort c~.:-:'C:jltcd phE"~."?j.s zero and two

line-to-neutral voltages are equal to .ach ~t~8r and to thB

average of the corresponding open-circJit voltages.
E + e
a Qva = vb = 2

= t ~ Cos (wt + 60°) + [ Cos ( ,"t-60~E m m
0m wt ...£ ( 3.15)= - Cos =2 2
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The equation (3.5) of average direct voltage will be modified

when overlap is considered.

Voltage drop AVd due to overlap = ~,J

The Vi'll.ueof A can be found out by simple integration

e + eba ) dB
2

21
= f

0:
dB

C03 (wt + 60:I1 dB

'{3 E 21m f Sin 8 dB2
0:

'{3Em (Co s 0: - Cos 21)2

=

= ---

i. e. Ll,Vd
A 3l{3 E (Co s :08 21)= 7t/3 0: -27t m

But Vdo = 11L E7t m

Hence 0: - Co s 21) (3.16)

Now the aV2rag8 direct ~oltage can be~ritt2n as

Vd = Vdo Cos 0: - A Vd

V
do= 2 (Co s 0: + Co s 21) (3.17)

(a) Rectification: The value of (Cos 0: - Cos 21) from equation

(3.14) is substituted in thc equation (3.16)



Ao
----e;-

Fig. (3-10).Reduction of average DC voltage caused by overlap.

+ I

Vdo Cosec

Fig. (3-11). Equivalent circuit of Bridge rectifier.
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(3.18)

. ~.

Solving equation (3.16) and equation (3.18) it is obtained

= V do (Cos 0; -

V d = V do CoS 0; - 4 V d
Id- )2152 (3.19)

when the valUe of Id end 152 are substituted in the equation
(3.19) it is found that

3Cos ex ~
It

(3.20)

where R =c
3
It

wL
c ( 3. 21 )

Equation (3.20) enables an equivaleht circuit to be set up to

represent the behaviour of th,e H!ctifiDr on the dc side. The

eltiment.R does not rq.-esent an ohomic rusistance and .no heatc

losses are associated with it. The term IdRc stands for the
voltage drop due commutation.

(b) Inversion: It has already been mentioned that Vd reverses

at ex=' 900; that is; rectification occurs for 0 L 0; L900.;

if there is no overlap an d inversion occurs for 900 L 0; L 1800•
Since there is always some oVf3rlap; the;value of 0; at which

inversion begins depends on tho overlae and is always less
o

than 90 • Moreover a is less than It by at least the angle Yo

corresponding to the time required for deionization by the arc;

which is 1 to 80• The angle 0; is measured from the inst8nt at
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Fig.(3°n), Equivalent circuits of inve~ter.
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which the commutating voltage is zero and increasing i,e, at

wt = 0 for valve 3, The extinction angle ~ is also measured

from the same instant, In case of inv8rsion. it is a common

practice to define ignition angle p and extinction angle y by

their advance with respect to the instant when the commutation

voltagfJ is zero and decreasing i. e. in the Fig, (3,12) the

instant is wt = 1800 for ignition of v'Jlve 3 Qnd extinction

of valve I,

General converter equations (3,l~) and (3,17) are changed

to inverter equations by changing the aign of v
d
and putting

Cos a = - Cos p and Cos ~ =-Cos y

( Cos y + Cos P)

I d = 152 ( Cos y - Cos ~)

Vdo
2

(3,22)

( Co s y - + Co s y)

= Vdo Cos y - Rc Id

where R = 3 wL
) C 1C C

( 3,24)

If rectifier equation (3,20) is directly used to get the inverter

equation it is found that

- Vd = - Vdo Cos P - R Idc
i. e. Vd = Vdo Cos P + R Id (3.25)c
Equations (3,24) and (3.25) C8n be represented by the two

equivalent circuits Fig, (3,.13),
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CHAPTER-4

MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE POWER SYSTEM

4.1 MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF AC TRANSMISSION LINE SYSTEM NETWORK,

If equations (2.35), (2.36) and (2.20) are solved and

combined with the swing equations (2.31) and (2.32) a set of

five nonlinear first order differential equations.(4.1) are

obtained for a single line infinite bu s system i. e. for the

ac-dc parallel system when dc line goe,. out of serV1ca. This

representation is quite versatile and ~hese following equations

(4,1) can also be used to represent ac parallel line system

with slight modifications of the parameters of the transmission
li ne.

Pid

Piq
=Pifd

P2

Pil

(4.1)

where
2rL + r 1 xafda Dall = D = -(x +xd + xT --w L xffde

xL + x + xT 1a12 = 9 Q = -( x + x + xlD w L qe
1 ( rfdxafd)a13 = D
VB

xffd
a15 = j)"
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1 rfd ( rL+ral xafda15 = Ii a31 =xffd xffd D

xL + xd + xT xL+xg+xT xafd821 = - a32 = (
Q D xffd

2rL + r
~:U! 1 xafda (wa22 = a33 = + IiQ xffd e xffd

x x VB
823 = ~ a35 = _afd

-D-Q xffd
VB --~w

3
rfd 1 'rfd xafda25 = Q a38 = + D 2x'1fdxffd xffd

x - xdg841 = 2H

xafda42 = 2H
Tma49 = 2H

4.2 REPRE5ENTATIoN OF A DC LINE:

In Chapter-3 the rectifier and inverter have been repre-

sented by their equivalent circuits, fig. (3.11) and Fig. (3.13)

respectively, Now the equivalent circuits of the rectifier

and inverter can be modified by including the dc transmission

line, thus forming an equivalent circuit of an entire two

terminal dc link. The dc line is represented by its resistance

only in steady state condition. But for the transient analysis

inductance is included. This inductance represents both the

inductance of line and choke.

"
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The equation of the dc line is written as

The equation s (3.19) and (3~23) repr2senting
verter respectively are rewritten below

(4.2'/

rectifier and,rU-

\ 1'~VR = Vdo Cos ex - RcIR (4~3)

VI = Vdo Cos y - R IR (4.4)c

4.3 RELATION BETWEEN CONVERTER AND AC rUANTITIES

To relate the angle between the tus voltage and fundamental

phase current with 0: and y the equatior,s (3.2) and (3.16) are
rewritten

31{3E
m

11 (4.5)

V
V - -fiE.d - 2 Co S 0; + CD S (0; + y) (4.6)

Substituting the value of Vdo in Vd it is found that

V '31{3 E C C ( )d = 211 m os 0; + 0 so; + y (4.7)

Neglecting the losses in the converter the active ac power
equals the dc power

P = Pda
and

P = 3 ELN III Cos 0a

'Pd = Vd Idc
Hence Vd I

III Cos 0 ~dc= 3 ELN

(4.8)

(4•9)

( 4 • 10 )

(4.11)
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Substituting the value of Vd from equation (4.7) it is found
that

COS" + Cost ex + y)
2 (4.12)

If there i s<no.overlap; after Fourier analy sisit is seen that
-:' 0- :<

the fundamental component is independent of " and

Hence

Cos 111= Co S 0: + Co s (0: + y )
2 (4.14)

Solving equation (4.7) and equation (4,14) the following
equation is obtained

(4.15)

From the above equation the relation of Cos 111with Vd and Em
is obtained as

Cos 13 = 3V3 ~
E

m
(4.16),

To relate the rectifier current and voltage with the ac

quanti ties trans formed into d-q axis dR-qR axisis intro duced.

The dR-qR axi sis po sitioned so tha t the qR-axi s coincides

continuously with the hypotenuse of the right angle trangle
formed by vq and vd'

The relation between dR-qR variable and dq variable is

fqR icos oR Sin oR fq
=

L-Sin oRfdR Cos oR fd
(4.17)
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and ~he inverse relation is

(4.18)

where ° is the angle between the quadrature axis of dR-~R axis

and quadrature axis of d-q axis and f represents either voltage
or current.

t.;When rectifier no load voltage V, is related with BC
uO ,

quantities using the above transformation it is found that

(4.19)

where VqR is the quadrature axis no load rectifier voltag~ ~f

dR-qR axis.

To express conveniently the operation of the rectifier it
is assumed that

VdR = 0

From Fig.(4.3) it is found that

v
Cos OR = -!L

V qR

Sin OR
vd

= VqR

(4.20)

(4.21)

Using dR-qR axis transformation the equations (4.1';) and
(4.16) become

V -liLvR - 11 qR

COS 0R = 113V3

3Cos cxR - 11

VR
V qR

(4.22)

(4.23)
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Also using dR-qR axis transformation the rectifier current
can be written as

Co s lilR (4.24)

Using the transformation relation (4.18) IqR and IdR are

related with d-q axes quantities as

(4.25)

(4.26)

( 4 • 27)

where Id and lq are the rectifier curr',nt referred to the d-q
axis

Similarly introducing dI-qI axis the inverter no load
vol tage can be related as

VI :ill. V Co s 3
II= qI <XI - x

1t 1t co
where

V qI = VB

( 4. 28)

( 4 • 29 )

If Kirchoff's current law is applied in the generator bus 0 f

Fig. (4.4) the following ';elations are obtained

i
q = iqA + Iq.

= idA + Id

( 4 • 30 )

( 4 • 31)

where iqA, idA are transmission line currents referred to d-q

axis
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4.' MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF AC-DC PARALLEL LINE SYSTEM NETWORK

When equations (2.18) to (2.21J), (2.22). (2.23), (4.19)

and equations (4.22) to (4.31) arE rearranged and combined with

the swing equations (2.31) and (2.32) the following set of

differential and non-differential equations are obtained. This

set of equations represents ae-de parallel system of Fig. (4.4)

Pi
q 821(~ +l)id + B22 i + 823ifd + 825 vq q

B31id + B32(~+l) i + 833 ifd+ B3Svd+ B3B Efdq

B41 idA + B4Z (2+1) iqA + B4S vd + B48 Sin 0
=
BS1(1 +1) idA + B 52 iqA + BS5vq + B5B Cos 0

P?- ( 4. 32)

VqR ( v2 2 )t= + vdq
Cos 0R = B81 + B82

IR
VqR

IqR = BB3 IR Cos 0R
IdR = Be3 IR Sin 0R
v = B9'l ~ ( id IdR+ I I - idA I - i Iq IR q qR riR qA qR)

:1
'1

I (ivd = -( qR v - V qR - iqA)i'" ",' q q..,DR' '
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where
r w,,(xd+xr)Bll = ....!L B21 =DA x + xrq
x + xr W r

B12
g B22

D a= Df, = x + xrq
rfd xafd W xefdB13 8Z3

e= DA =xffd x + xrq

_1_ t,-}

B15 B25 "= = ---DA x + xrq

Bi8
rfd

= DAxffd

2
w"RLr x afd

B31
a - 841= - (Xd+Xr) QA =rfd xL

x 2( xr)B32
afd x + B42= Q = W
rfd( Xd+Xr) QA e

x W

B33 =
afd 845 =

_8_
QA XL2xafdB35

W= - rfd( xd+xr-)QI; 8B48 =-;-VBL

B38 = -LQA

6 x w
B51 = - W B61 = - ( R + co) -!L..e 11 xdL

w RL w illB52
e

B65 ~. Cos= = ClRXL xdL 11

W w 3{3
B 55 = _8_

B68 = ...£ BE Cos ClIXL xdL 11

W

B58 = ....\L VBXL
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x - x
d871

g 881 Cos cxR= 2H =

xafd x872 882
co= - 2H = Y'3

T 21{3B79
m 8S3= 2H = 1t

B91
1t
2

= 12

2
L x . afdD/\ = - (xd + xT)w x

ffde

2
1 x x

Q/\ ....llQ ( x
ffd

afd )= -w rfd xd+ xTe
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CHAPTER-5

RESULTS

5.1 PARALLEL AC-DC LINK

A l-line diagram of the parallel ac-dc system is shown

in Fig. (5.1). In this system a 46 MVA equivalent machine is

connected synchronously to an infinitE bus by 125 miles of

230 KV ac transmission line and asynchronously by 125 miles

of 230 KV dc transmission line. The p.J. values of the parama~

ters of the system on a base of 46 ~JVA. l3.B KV are given be16w:

xafd = 0.562 xl = J.l

xd = O. 6BO3 Efd= 1.39 volts

x = 0.4363 xL = O.Bq

rfd = 0.00050B rL = J.07

xffd = 0.692 xdL= 2.971653

r = 0.00435 R = c; .1276647a

x = 0.02971653 IF = [1.00;:>7-'- jO.03co

H = 3 Seconds Vb = 1

(5.1)
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FIG. 5.1-' SYN. GENERATOR AND INFINITE BUS SYSTEM CONNECTED BY AC-DC
PARALLEL LINES.
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FIG.5.2 3-PHASEFAULT THROUGH AN IMPEDANCE IN THE MIDDLE OF
THE AC TRANSMISSION LINE WHEN DC LINE OUT OF SERVICE.
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FIG.5.3 3 -PHASE FAULT THROUGH AN IMPEDANCE IN THE ACLINE OF AC-OC
PARALLEL LINE SYSTEM.
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Under steady state conditions the left hand side of the set of

equations (5.1) equals zero. The steady state operating points

are obtained by solving the equations (5.1) using Gauss elimi-

nation method. The computer programme for the steady state

solution is given in Appendix-A. For different values of torql'"

angle 0 the valu",s of id, iq, ifd and power are calculated.

The calculated steady-state values of the variables are

I d = 0.37123;

Ifd = 0.24733

Iq = 0.5016; I = 0.624

Power = 0.61588 0 = 400

The coefficient matrix [al on the right hand side of- ~
the equation (5.1) are modified to simulate a disturb.,mce or

fault in the middloe of the ac-transmission line of the ac-dc

parallel line system without de line. Tho co-efficient matrix

[allJ of ,equations (5.1) is also modified to simulate a fault

in the middle of one of the transmission lines of parallel ac
line system,'

A computer programme is developed to solve the set of

differential equations (5.1) by th", fourth Order Runge-Kutta

integration method. For accuracy of result the step size DT

must.be small. But the smaller the step size the larger is

computer time needed. A step size of 0.1 msec. has been found
to be a satisfactory compromize.

Another mathematical model (5.2) is derived to represent

the system when both ac-dc parallel line are in operation. The

set of equations (4.32) consists of eight differential and six
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algebraic equations. The differential equations and the algebraic

equations are written in compact form in (5.2).

Ed'
Piq; Pifd, PidA' PiqA' PIR' Prz. , P~ = ~] td' iq,ifd;

idA; iqA; 1R;rz., 0, vd; ~

VqR (v2 2 )t= + vdq
IqR = B83 1R Cos OR

(5.2)
1dR = B

83
1R Sin OR

Cos OR B81 + B82

1R= VqR

v = B91
~ [id 1dR + i I - idA IdR - iqA 1qJq 1Fj q qR

vd = -1-1 [lMR vqdR '1

The steady-state operating points are calculated by

setting the differential coefficients on the left hand side

of the equations (5.2) equal to zero. The torque angle rsmains

40
0 as in the caSE of single line ac system. To solve the 14

non linear equations trial and error method is adopted, For

accuracy of steady state operating values the equations are

solved by running the computer programme on double precision

mode. The calculated values are

id = 0.5146 iqA 0.40114

i =; 0.6355 1R = 0.327869q a = 400ifd", 0.24733 IdR '" 0,184102

idA= 0.2394 IqR = O. 31114!J6
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A three-phase f8ult in the middle of the ac transm~ssion line

is simulated by short-circuiting the fault point through a low

impedance. The parameters in the righ~ hand side of the set of

equations (5.2) are modified accordingly. Following the occu-

renee of a fault the procedure of controlling the variable are
detailed in Table 1.

Tabl e 1

AC line DC line

de system unstable

a) Steady state Steady state

b) Fault oc~r8nce --------~>~Inverter~voltage decreased
(h3-Phahsesh,?rt cdircuJ.)-t 1 .t roug en J.mpe ance

J
c) Faulted circuit --- )'"de power incre8sed

opened

d) Fault cl~red

~t
e) Reclosing ---------------)_dc power reset to the steadyI state value

t-- ----I 1
f) ac system stabilized de system stabilized1-------'
g) Generator steps out

The effect of increasing de power after tripping the

faulted ae line has been studied. The system has also been

studied for exessive increase in the de power. Dc power has
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baen increBsed in the dc transmission line in two ways. When

~ is decreased the rectified voltage at the rectifier termina:

increases i'.5. tho power flowing through tho dc line incre.3ses,

The power flow through the dc transmission line can also be

increased by increasing tho rectifier no load voltage and

decreasing tho inverter no load voltage simultaneously. This

has been performed by decreasing rectifier delay angle aR a~~

the invorter delay angle aI simultaneously. The effect on

transient stability of,the systems for both types of controls
has beon studied.

Tho computer programmes to simu12to a 3-ph3se fault in

the parallel ac-line system and to simulate a 3-phase fault

" .in the ac line of ac-dc parallel l~ne system are given in

appendix-B and appandix-C respectively.

5.2 DI5CU55IOr~ OF RE5ULTS

Transient Rosponse for 5t~p Input:

Fig. (5,4) shows the swing charac'toristic for 10% stoep.

When a 10% step is appliGd to tho syst.,m consisting of synchro-

nous generetorand an infinite bus connected by two ac-dc

parallel transmission lines the maximum swing of the torque
o o~...angle is 56.9 and the minimum swing is 45',37 • But whem the

same step input is applied to the systum without dc line the

maximum swing is 49.290 and the minimum swing is 40.57°, rhe

amplitude of oscillations in tho ac-dc parellel line syst,,",is

higher than that in the single ec line system.
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Transi "nt Stsbility 0 f Single ac Line System and Sinal" dcLine System

Fig.( 5.5) shows the swing charActeristics of tho system

withoUt control. Curve B is plotted for tho ac-dc parallel

system faulted in the middle of the 8C line. Here de power

has not been increased after cl~8ring fault from the ac trans-

mission line. Curve A shows the swing characteristic of a

faulted singlt: ac-line system. It is observed from f1~g. 5.5 '.-

that ac~dc parallel line system with no control is worse than

the single ac-line system so far the transient stability is
concerned.

Transient Stability of Parallel ac line Sistems and ae-dc
Parallel Line System

The transient stability criteria of two systems were

invGstigatE'd for diffe:ccJnt'fault conditions. Gno of the systems

consists of two parallel ae transmission lines connecting a

synchronous generator and an infinite bus as shown in Fig.(5.6).

The other system consists of an ae transmission line and a

parallel dc transmission line as shown in Fig. (5.X). Theso

two parallel ac-dc transmission lines connect a synchronous
machine with an infinite bus,

A three-phase fault in the middle of tho ac transmission

line has been considered for both the two systems of Fig. (5.6)

and Fig. (5.1). I\ftsr the fault time T the fault.,d linG was
s

made open and it has been reclosed after the raclosing time Td•

The reclo sing time Td was held constant at 0.14 sec. No control

"F~I!"~.~'
'.<"

, L,
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signal has been applied i. ,3. after clearing fault from the

faulted ac line the power flow through the healthy line
remained unchanged.

The transiont stability of both the two systems were

investigated for fault time T = 0.06 sec. The double circuit
s _~~

ac system was also investigated for fault time T = O.OB se'c;.,.
s

The transient stability of a system consisting of a single ac

transmission line connecting a synchronous machine and an

infinite bus was investigated for fault time T = 0.06 soc.
s

and reclosing tJ.me Td = 0.14 sec.

The swing characteristic curves are drawn in Fig.{5.B).

Curve A and curve B represent the torque-angle vs. time

characteristics of two parallel ac lin" system for fault time

",.-'-

T = 0.06s sec. and T = 0 OB secs. • respcoctively. Curve C repre-
sents the torque angle vs. time characteristics of the parallel

ac-dc transmission line system for fault time T = 0.06 sec.
s

Curve D ropresents the swing characteristic of a single ac line
system for fault time T = 0.06 sec,.

s

It is obs~rved from curve A and B of Fig.{5.B) that tho

transient stability of a single ac lino system connecting a

synchronous machine and an infinite bus improves when another'
is connected.

ac line IBut curve C of Fig. (5.B) shows that when a dc line

is connected in parallel with the previous ac transmission

line the transient stability of the system does not improve
rathe r it doteriorat es.
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Eff8ct of Increment of dc POwer on Transient Stability

A constant fault time T of 0,12 sec, and-a constants

reclosing time t d of 0,24 sec, have bOLn used in some studies,

the results of which are shown graphically in Fig, 5,9, Here

the curve E ropresents the case without dc system, The system

goes out of step for a 3-phase fault in the middle of the line,

The curves I\,B,[ and D of Fig, (5,9) r8prosent tho conditions

when increased. amount of dc power has been fed into the system

after tripping of tho faulted ac line, The dc power is reset

to the steady state value when the ac line is reclosed, It is
oobserved that if the decrease of O:Ris less than 10 the

generator steps out. It indicates that if tho increased power

in the dc transmission line is less than a certain amount the

systam can not return to th8 stoady state condition after

disturbance, Fig. (5,9) shows that the high2r the increment of

dc power the smaller the phase angle variation, Hence the
damping effect becomes largo,

Next tho rcclosing

and the rectifier delay
time Td is held constant at 0.24 sec,

oangle O:Rwas also held constant at 16
for stability studies. In Fig, (5,10) curve E shows that the

system without dc line g08S out of step even for T = 0,08 sec,
s

But when a dc line is connected in parallel with the BC line

and the pOW8r flow through the dc line is increased after

opening the faulted ac line the system remains stable even for
T = 0,16 soc,s



.,
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In Fig, (5,9) it is obsnrved that the dc power incr'3ment

increases the damping affect, Curve A of Fig, 5,9 is redrawn

in Fig, (5,11) as curve ,~. The curv'"s Band C repr8S'3nt the
o'characteristic between torque angle and tim8 for erR= 10 and

erR= 50 respectively. The Curve D is plotted for the system

wh8re C(R and C(I are controlled simultaneously to increasothe

dc power with erR= 10° and erI= 130°, It is observed from the

curves of Fig, (5.11) that too large B v51ue of the increment

of dc power may cause an overdamping of the dc system,

In Fig, (5,12) curve A and curve C reprBs£3nt the torque

angle vs, time characteristic curve when only rectifier delay

angle erRis controlled to increase the dc power through the

dc transmission line, Curve A is obtained when erR was S8t at

20°, Curv8 B and CUrve D r8present the swing characteristics

curve of the system ,when both rectifier delay angle and

inverter delay engle were controlled to increase the dc power,
Curve D is obtained

is obtained when erR
when C(R=

°= 20 and
°25 and erI

°0:1 = 140
°= 145 and curve B

It is observed that
when both the convc;rter control angles are controlled to

increase the dc power through the dc line i~ effects rapidly

on the stability of the system,
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CHA PTER-6

CONCLUSION

6,1 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Extra high voltage dc transmission lines have been built

in many countries of the world in the last few decades because

of its many advantages. One of these advantages is its dllmping

effect on transient stability.

The effect of a dc line on the transient stability of ac

system has been investigated. An ac-dc parallel line connecting

a synchronous machine and an infinite bus has been considered.

A mathematical model has been presented.

The inherent damping characteristic of a single ac line

system; a double circuit ac line system and an ac-dc parallel

line system have been investigated separately. The effect on

transient stability of a dc line connected in parallel with an

ac line has boen studied for a three-phase transitory fault

on the ac line. For this study the dc power flow through the

dc line has been increased when the faulted ac line was madc

open after clearing the fault. The effect on. transient stability
been

of the system hasalso/investi.gated for excessive increment of

power flow;. so .asto find out the usefu.l range of variations

of th8 controlling variab18 for th8 p8rticular system. To increase

the dc power two types of control hav8 been used. 1':1 the first

type of control of dc power only the rectifier delay angle is

changed and in the seconq.type; the rectifier delay angle and

also. tho'inverter dela.y illo91.e are changed at the same time.,
\"."
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When an ac transmission line is connected in parallel with

another ac transmission line system consisting of a synchronous

machine and an infinite bus the; transient stability of the

system remarkably improves, If instead a dc transmission line

is paralleled with the ac line and if no control of dc power

flow is undertaken the transient stability of the system under

faulted condition does not improve rather it deteriorates,

In order to improve the transient stability of the ac
single line system connecting an equivalelb synchronous machine
and an infinite bus, a dc line is paralleled with the ac line

and the dc power flow is increased when the fault in the ec

line is cleared, From the results obtained for the system under

investigation it has been found that the system does not go out

of step if the rectifier dela~ angle is decreased'to 200 from

its initial value of 300, HOwever if the decrease in the rectifier

delay angle is not adaquate i, e, for values of rectifier delay
, 2 0angle higher than 0 the system goes out of step, In other

words if the power flow through the dc line is not sufficiently

increased after clearing thc fault the synchronous machine goes
out of step,

The more the increment of power flow through the dc line

the more the damping effect of the system becomes, Accordingly

it follows that even when faults occur in the system it is
':\ .'.

desirable not to halt the dc system but i;o keep the dc pq,~,erat

its rated 'value, When the rectifier delay angle and the l'n:.~8rter

delay angle are controlled simultaneously to increase the dc
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power flow through the dc line it is observed that the system

stabilises repidly efter disturbances.

Another aspect of dc power flow through the dc line after

clearing the fault in the ac line lS th"t the dc system becomes

overdamped for excessive increase of dc power. It may cause the

synchronous machine to go out step or tc take longer time to

return to steady state condition. From the results it has been

observed that the ac-dc parallel line system becomes 00erdamped

if the rectifier delay angle is less thEn SO o~ if the rectifier

delay angle is less than 100 and invErtEr dalay angle is less

than 1300 corresponding to two types of control.

The new technology of dc transmiseion has been introduced

~n many countries of the world becauses of its many advantages

and dc transmission may be introduced in Bangladesh at some time

in the future. particularly, when the ccst o.f the equipments will

become more economical.

6.2 SUGGESTION FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Two further areas of resoarch are suggested: The system

may be studied for 3-phase fault close to the generator bus.

The transient stability of an specific system such as an

ac-dc parallel link between the Eastern Grid and the Western Grid

of Bangladesh may be investigated although the POwer Development

Board of Bangladesh have decided to connect the two Grids by 8

double circuit ac line. A parallel ac-dc link between the two

Grids may be considered in the future on its merit.
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APPENDIX

COMPUTER PROGRAMS

STEHDY STATE SOLUTION OF DOUBLE LINE POWER SYSTEM
NETWORK USING GAUSS ELIMINATION METHOD

'.

•

B TRANSIENT SOLUTION OF DOUBLE LINE POWER SYSTEM NETWORK
USING RUNGE KUTTA INTEGRHTION ~ETHOD

C TRHNSIENT SOLUTION OF AC-DC PARALLEL LINE POWER
SYSTEM NETWORK USING RUNGE KUTT~ INTEGR~TION METHOD



-~~c -- ------- - - ------ ------ ----~-- -- --------
C MD. OUAMRUL AHS~N ELECTRICAL ENGG.DEPTT,

----C--- -"ENG"I-NE"ER-nIG--UNIVERS'l-T-Y -DACCA -.--'--- ---- ----- ------------------------

C
-C- - ----STEADy-STATE 5DLUT IUN OFDOUBLELINE- POWER------:----
C SYSTEM NETWORK USING GAUSS ELIMINATION .ET~OD

---c- - ----
DOUBLE PRECISIO~ At6,8J.Y(61.DEL,Pl.P2,AIO,AID,VD.VQ.P4,VT.POWER.

-:I-A-N?-- ~ --- ---- --~ -- - - ---- ---- -- - ---
READ (I,ll XAFD.XD.XQ,RFD.XFFD.RA,XT.OMEGE,XL,RL,DEL,EFO,AIFD,H,VB

----------WRITE--{T.-I-) XA-FJ',-XD-,XQc,RFQ iXFFDiRA-, XT ,O'1'EGE,Xt:--.Rl::',-DEl::-.-EFD-,-AIFD.:--l-.-

2VB
-- ---'1 -PORMAT-(-SF -16 ,-S',)- -- - -- -

C
---C-----GENE-RA-T-I ON- -OF -CGEFF-I-C,IENT---MA-T-RH(---~ - ---------------------

C
---------[)~(-(-X-L +-XD+XT-l- (-XAFD**-2')fXFFD)/OME-GE-----

Q=(XL+XQ+XTI/OMEGE
- ------ - A( l-.-I-)-=--(-RL+RA-JfD

A(I.2)=IXL+XQ+XT)/D
--------A-f'h-3':1-=- (-RFIJ* 'X-A-F-Di-/-l-XFF-D.*-E)-)---------

A{I,S)=-VB/D
----------A{ -I,-a-:)-~RFO-/(-D*XFFD-)-- ----

A(2.ll=-(XL+XD+XT)/Q
--------~A( 2,21-=--(RL+RA )/0--

AI2,3)=XAFD/Q
------ --A-(-2,-S-:)-=-VB'/Q- -- - --- ----------~-~-------------

P3=XL/DMEGE
~-- - ----A-( 5-,-I-)-=RL +A (-h~I-I-*P3

A(S.21=-XL+A(I.21*P3
------A-(-5-'-S) ~V8+A-(l' 5cl-*P3

11.(6,11 =XL+A (2, II *P3
------ -A+6"T"2-i--=RL--+~A-(_Z-.,-2-}~*P~-.~---- - ~------ ..--- --------------~

A(6,3)=AI2,31*P3
---A-I-6.-S) =VB+A( -2,5-) -.-P3

WRITE (3,4)
- 4. -F-OR"'4A-T-(---l-HI-" 1 OX ,.1 DE-l.:T-A-.--.,-l-OX-,'" PO-WER' .,-1-3"X-., tI I 0 .•.rl-3J(-,---t--Q. ,,1.3X-,-"--VD-!II'-~---l3X~

1.VOa.,13X,.VT •.,lOX.,aTOTAL AMp. }
"DEl;;-=-o.-O-~--------- -~-------- -------------

L=l

GAUSS ELIMINATION

•

-c
C

----c---
2 Y( 1) =-A( I, S) OOSI N( DEL}

Yl 2-)=-( A1'2-.-5-1*-oCO-S( o El::"'l+-A( 2-,3-)-*11. I FO-l
PI =Y ( 2 )- { A ( 2, 1 1* Y ( 1 I ) / A ( 1 , 1)

-----P2~kt2.2)~(A-(1-i-2)*A_(2.I) )/A_O ,-l)

AIO=PI/P2
- ----A:ID=-(-Y{1-)-11.-( 1. 2)*AIO)-/A(--I, II

VD=A(5.I)OAID+A(S,ZI*AIa+A(S,5.l*DSIN(DEL)
--------VD=-A-(-6 .1 ')-.-AHH-A-(-6,2 ;"*A-1-01+A+-6.3+*A-I-F6 +A-(-6-,-S-)'l'D<=BSH)E-t=--)------------------

P4=VD**2+VQ**2
---V-T=DSQR-T(P4)

POWER=XAFD*A FD*AIO+(XQ-XOI*AID*AIQ

------~-~-~ .-----------------~



--------OECrA= (T81)~"DECI/3 ;-rl.r592653-S-------~----~ ---~-------

AMP=DSORT(AIO ••2+AIO.*21
------ --WRITE-(-3T3-)---OEt-r-A. PO\1lERT1\I D,.-A-I Q, VDyV a,V'I',-;'\1\1P

3 FORMAT(/F16.2.7F16.81
--~----- --OEL=DEL+3. rll:15-9255'35/_3'6~'

I::=L+ 1
-rFll:-=38-)-,,-,6-.6 --.--.--
6 CALL EXIT

ENV------ --- ----- - ---

--------------------~----- ---

------------------------_.- - -_.~.-~-------------------- ---------------

--------------- -_._--.- - -_._. -- -- -~._--------

--- --- --- _. -- ~..- - - - .~~-_. ----~-----

------ ._-----~._---~~..-- _.~-_.- _. --~

. . . - .. - .0_- ._



-C-----QUAMROC-AHSAN ELECTRI CAL -EN{;n~EERTNG--DEPrr.
C ENGINEERING UNIVERSITY DACCA

--c-- --------------------~------------
C TRIISIENT SOLUTION OF DOUBLE IIC LINE POWER

--C-- - SYSTEM-NET WORK-USTNG RUNGE KUTTA rNTEGmnION-"METHOD - ------------

C
------REAL- -TK ---- - -------- -- -- -- -- - -------- -- -- ---- -- -

o I MENSION III 6, 5) • Y(6) , RCI I 0 _.5) , AXI 10 ) • X( 10) • I KI 150 • 150 )

.'.

C
C
C-

------- --- -- - ------
DRAWING ABSCISSA AND ORDINATE FOR GRAPHICAL PLOTTING

READ(1.33) BLIINK,DOT.STAR
----- 33--FORM1\T( 3AT) ----

DO 34 1= 1,50
-------00-:.'-4--"=1,-1-10------ ----._-

34 IK(I,J)=BLANK
-----~-DO-- 3-7 1=1"-,25-

37 IKII,I)=DOT
no 3"8 J=L,110

38 IK(25,.Jl=DOT

C
LL=I

-- ----- ---MN= I -- ---- -- - ---------

MM=l
--READf 1.1) - XAFD, XD, XQ, RFD. XFFD,RA-. XT, OMEGE.XL-.RL ,DEL--,-EFD.AI FD, H-.-VB-

READII,I) IXII1.I=I,5),DT,T,TM
-----X(Sy=l-X-( 5~)*3'.l4-I-S926-53-5)fr--80-.----- ---------------

c
- -,--FORM AT -(-5F 16.8) - -------

35 FORMAT (9X.6F20.3/1
------c---- ----------

WRITE (3,11 XAFD,XD.XQ,RFD,XFFD,RA,XT,OMEGE,XL,RL,DEL,EFD,AIFD,H.
;....._._--.--~Ll.VB---._..._-~-- - -- -_.- ~------_. --_._...~--- -------------~---~_._------------

WRITE (-3,1) (XII),I=I,5I,DT,T,TM
--WR-I-TE--( 3,4) -- -- -- - ------- - -
4 FORloJlAT {I HI" 2 5X, tTl ME"' .1 7X., • DELTA' '11 7X., • SL I P' " 1 7X-, • I D'I ., 1 7X., I I Q" .,

--1-17X. 'IFO'/l
DELTA=(XI51*180.1/3.1415926535

--------WR-I-T-E---(-3-,-3-S-)--T-, 0Et:'f A;~X-{4 J,l-X-(- :l-)-.-,I--=-I-,3-}

C
RL=O .0474
)(L=0.7103852
XT=O-.O-
GO TO 40

6"1_1:-0-.0-7-------------

XL=0.8
- -- -GO TO --40-
63 RL=O.•035

----Xl:=0 .4--

- --- -~-- -"' --------------- ----- - --------

c
----<:----GE-NERATI-ON-.-I'lF--CI'lEFFI CI ENT--MATRI-X--- ------- ---------------------

c
----- ----4-0-0=«( Xl::+XD+XT-)--( XAFO**2,) 'XFFO)-/OMEG-E------- --

Q={XL+XQ+XT)/OMEGE

. -.- --- -- ---- - -------- --------- - ------ ---



29/04/80- .18.S<J.52

------------------- .••...-

CALCULATIONOF RUNGECOEFFICIENTS

AII,lJ=-IRL+RA)/D
All,2)=(XL+XQ+XTI/D

------ -A+l ;3+=-{ RFD*-XAFD)-/I-XFPIJ*O)--------
A(I,41=-VB/D
AI-l,-Sl=RFD/(O*XFFD) .--
A(2,11=-(XL+XD+XT}/Q
AI2,21=-(RL+RAI/Q
A{2,31=XAFD/Q

---- ----.---A-(-2-,-4.)=-V87'Q - ----. -- --- .---. ----- .. ---- ..---------------.-------- ------- ----
AI 3, II =-1 (RL+RA)*XAFD) /( XFFD*D)
Al 3,21=1 I XL+XQ+.XT)*XAFD)/1 XFFD*DI ------ --------------- ----- - -------
AI3,31=-(RFD/XFFDI*IOMEGE+(XAFD**21/ID*XFFD»
A(-3,-4)=-IXAFD.VB)/'IXFFD*DI- --- --- - --
A(3,S)=(OMEGE*RFD)/IXAFD*XFFDI+IRFD*XAFD)/ID*XFFD.*2}

-- -_._-- -;l\1-4-,-I-)=--I-KQ--XD-)./-I-2-.-*H-}-._.--- - -- ---- -----------------------
A(4,21=-XAFD/12.*H)
Y{4.1=TM/CZ. *HI
P3=XL/OMEGE

---- -- AI-S-,-lI=Rl:+A-I-I-;-U*P-3
A(S,Z)=-XL+AII.21*P3

-------.A.{-5~-3i--=A+"'1-j.3.i),*.P3.-------- -----------------------------
AIS.4)=VB+AII,41*P3

-------A-I-5-,--S'I-=P3*A-I--hS-1 --- --- - -------- --- - --- --- -- -- ---- - -_.--- ..-.
A16, 1) =XL+AI 2,1) *1"3

---- ------- . -AI-6. 2-1-=RL+AI2, 2J-*P-3 ------- -- -.. - .. -- .- .-
AI6,31=AI2,31*P3

-------A-1-6-' 4-)~V.B-+At2-,4-)-*1'-01------------------------------------
Ylll=AU, S:I*EFO

---- - ----Y-I-'3-)=A-1-3.,-S-I.*EFD.-.-- .
YISI=AIS,51*EFD

C
C
C--------------------------.---------------------------

5 MM=l
29--00. -.7.1=1, 5
7 AX{I)=XII.J

----- ~-.-OD~T=DT-*.•-5.-----

DO Z L.=l,4
------~R C-l-!-,-I=-)-=A-(.,I-.-l-).*X.•--l++-A-l-h,Z,I.*-I-X-I-4,1+1-,-)-*X-{-Z-)-+'A-(-I-.-3i-*-X.•~3-;+A-(-l-,-4-)->I<-5-I-N-I------

1XISI)+YI1l
---------- R<;{-Z,-L:-I-=A(-2-,-1-)-"*",X-(A l+,l-.-)-*X(--1-)+k(-Z-,-Z)*X( ZJ +AI2.;3 I* I-X{-4-l+1-.-1-*kl-3c)--+--.-- -

IAIZ,41*COS(XISI)
--RC(-3; L )=AI3, 1J *X( -U-+A-(-3.-2Y*IX( 4-1+-I-.I.cOX-(-2-1-+-A-{--3;3) *X ( 3 )+-A(3 .•4) *S-lN-(---------
1X(51 I+Y( 31
RC'I-4.t:""I-=-A-(-t,.1-)-*-X-(.,1-1'*X'(-Z')-+-A-1"4.2;) *X-(-2-)"X-I-3-)"'I--Y-I-4-1------------------
RC(5,LI=314.1S926S3S*X(41

----- --f-F-l-l:oEQ.-3:1.ODT=DT. ------------ --- ---------- ----- ---
DO 2 I =195

------ --- .XI 11=A-xl-j-)+RC-(I-,-Vl*DDT-- -- ._-._-----.-
2 CONTINUE

Dfl--1-4-I=-1.5-----------
14 X( I I =AX( I :I+( DT/6. ) * I RCI I , 1 1+Z. * IRe I I ,21 +RC( I ,31 ) +RCI I, ":I I

-C - - - --- ---- ---- --_.--- - -- --

T=T+DT

---------------- ----- ._--_ .._------------------------------------



._----------- . - -- ------

c
I"FI-If;"M-~TOO,)-29,"29 ,-Z'S

28 DELTA=(X(51*180.1/3.1415926535
-WRITE--13.3S1 T,',)ECTA-,-X(4I, {XCI )"il=1, 3J --------_.-

C
~---'C ----GR1>;oHI CA'L---Pt:OTTTNG DELT,'\"VS.-TIME--

C

".

------~MN-=M N-+-l----. -------
IFIMN.LE.51 GO TO 135

-MN=l- ---- -- . -- ---

IDELTA=DELTA/3.+0.5
--TY=25.-I'DEL TA--'
IFIIY.EQ.OI IV=1
TT='T"*,I-oO-"-O-;;-5-' .• --"
IX=TT

- --.--.-- -11<"-( I Y',-I X-)=STA-R

- ----- .._----------_.----------

---- - _.__ .-._._------------

c
--_.- -"' -- 135 Lt:=LL+l---

IF{LL.EQ.91 GO TO 61
IFi t:t:.EQ.2 3 I-G-O-T-O-6.3
IF(T-O.51 5,39,39

- 3'9--WRITEI 3, 321-' . _.-------- ---- .. --_.--- . --- --- .---

32 FOR~AT(IHl,50X,'GRAPHIC~L PLOT DELTA VS. TIME',/50X,'ONE DIVISION
-r=3--DEGREE- IN V-&XIS',/-50X.,'ONE DIVISION=O.OI SEC. -I-W-X-AXIS'///}----

WRITE (3,41) I(IK(I,J),J=I,IOOl,I=I,25.J
.-----4"1--rORM'AT--{'TOX.-'I OO'A"1)--.,----

CALL EXIT
- '-END--

,
-_._-------_._-----_ ..__ .----_._.

------------ ----- -- ---_ ..-._-- --_. ----- --- --------_ .._-------------

--------_._------_._-~.----,-----

,
--------------- - - ---

-------------_.- ---_._-----_._-



-c-
~-A-N-pr-351Jt'r=FO~4T9~~8--- - ---MA-r-\l-PG-M~--~---------O-~-TE--2-97'\}47'"B" TTME

-- - ---"- -----~~------------ ----------

~_....-- - --_., - ~-~--~--~------------- -----_._----------

------_._._-----------------------------

-- --C MD.-QUAf4RUC-Art SA"N---ECEC TRTCAI::- ENG-G-'-------OEPTT-.------- ----------- ------------

C ENGINEERING UNIVERSITY. DACCA.
----C--------------- -----_.<._. _ •• -. --~-- _. - ._._-- - - -- ------------------------- •• -.-

C TRANSIENT SOLUTION OF AC-DC PARALLEL LINE POWER
----C- -- -SYSTE~' NETI'DRZ USING RUNGE KUTTA-INTEGRATTDN -METHOD.

C
--- -- ----REJ';c-I K- -- --- -- - -- ---

DIMENSION IK(lSO,150)
-------'D1JU3tE. -PRE-C-r-ST-oN-e (5. 8-)-;--Yi-o-l-,X-( -1-3-1.A-X-(-1-3cl,A"A.B"A-.---A"5""1,A-6-S,I'(5""8TA"7cl,

lA72,A81~A91~P9,~lO~Pl1~DA,QA,ALPI~ALPR,PHIR~DEL~A8,BC,TM~A51~A52,
2-A5"3-,-DDT-.,~RC-C-cr.-"4,),-X"AFD, XO-, XQ., RFD, XFFD, RA .jXT .-XL ~Rt.,'R ~XL R., xea', EFO".,-A" 'VB
3,OMEGE,AIFD,DT,YY(41,T

----C-- -------

C DRAWING ORDINATE AND ABSCISSA FOR GRAPHICAL PLOTTING
---c'- ------.-_.-.----._~~-~_._--_.-._.._0 •••• _0_ •• _ ••• 0 •• ---------------------------

MN=I
--- --------RE AO--(-I; 33-1- Bl::ANK,-OOT , STAR-

33 FORMAT (3AIl
------.--- ------00 '34- -T=I-,-50

DO 34 J= I, 110
-IK( -r-.Jcl=Bl::ANK----- --

34 CONTINUE
DO 3"7-1'= 1-, 25
IK(I,11=00T

37 CONTINUE
00 38 J=l,110

- --- ••-. --- --- ---rK {"25'; J J =ODT
38 CONTINUE

READ (1.111 XAF),XD,XQ,RFD,XFFD,RA,XT,O~EGE,XL,RL,R.XLR,XCO,ALPI,
--------,7\'CPR.O-EC. EFO'"H~-VB-- . --- _.- ----- ~--_. - - - -- -- ._-- ._ --_.

REA()(l,311 (X(II,I=I.I31_,DT.T
--~ -C- -- -- ---- - -------- -- -- ---- ----------- ---.- ---

WRITE (3,1011
--- -- - -- 1-0 I -FOH\1AT (-11'1-1, SOX _,-' INPUT Q-ATA" //-)

WRITE- (3015)
15 FOR~AT (SX",.XAFD' ,12X, "Xi)" :flAX,,;'. XQ'-., 1-4X.,--"HF:r'-:,"l3X"-.,-'X"FFO"'"1-2X,,."RA."1

1:f14X~'XT~~14X.,'OMEGE'//}
---;.m-I-TE-(-3,1") -X-A-FO,-XO-,-XQ-,~~-F-O.-xF FO,R A.X-r~,-oMEGE------ --- --

~JRI TE (3, 16 I
- 1"6- FO'RMAT (/8X-, "X L' t 1-4X., • RL 11 ,14K" '-R:' '.,,15 X-,,-' XLR-'-, 13-X ,-. xeo-' , 13X i-''''A~LP-I-' ".;--.. "-'. - - .. _-

112X,'ALPR' 012X,"OEL'//)
WRIT"E-l-3.-l~)'--XL-,-;;tL-,R,XLR_,X-CO,ALPlc'-ALPP-,DEL----- -- ~. ----- --- ---- - --- ---

WRITE (30181
l-a~-oHM.AT'- {-/'S"X",'-EFD-", "1~3X-.,"1'4'11 "J 1-5X".,-'f--V B .-/7-)--.---- --------,

WRITE (3,1) EFD,H,VB

X(31=EFD/XAFD
-TM=XAFD*X f3-r*X(2l+ (X-Q~XI) I ~'-XI 1l *X (2)

C
WRI TE -( 3 ,-r9 )

19 FOR\1AT (//8X,' 10' 014X,'IQ'
_114X,'SLIP', 12X, 'DEL" //)

WRITE (3,11 {X(Il.I=I,8l

f 14X ,f~1 FO' :f 1 3X.t .•1DA' ;f.13X ~.••I Q A. 't 13X .,• I ,~.• .,



- -- ~ - _. ----~._---_._--

-WRTTE'--l~~, 2n)---- -----. -..-_. ~---- - -.-----~-- ..-------~-
20 FOR:'>1AT {/ ex , ,.V D t ,.l 4 X, " vo.' , 14 X" f va R 't o' 13 X, .• I DR II •• 13 X ,f .• I OR /I ,,13 X" .•DT. 'J

-------.1 ~'1."4-X~i.., T~I~Me"-:" "1~2"X,~'•.T"ORQ'dE-'. / "/ ,}-- ,- - -~ - - -
WRITE 13,l.J!X( J),I=9,l31,DT,T,TM

-- C--.--.-.

LL=1
---------'1 FDRWAT" l8F16~'3rl

II FORMAT (SF16.8)
-----3-I-FDRM-AT --(-3-0"2.50,-1-6).

sn FORMAT (5D25,15~)
------~- 5 r FORr-rAT (3X, 14F 9, 4~ I

YY(4)=3,14IS925535S97932Dn
ALPI '=1 ALFI *YYI 4') ) /18n.
ALPR={ALPP*YY{4J)/lsn.

-X-{Sl=(YY{4'I*X( 8) l/lsn,
OMEGE=YY(4)*lnn.n

---- ---- ----------------------------

MODIFIED PARAMETERS FOR FAULTED AND FAULT CLEARED CONDITION
C

C
.'C ....

GO TO 62
5"3-m: =O~'n7

XL=O.8
-- -- ~ !"---ALPR'"I 30.*YY'{-4-)-)' /181).'

ALPI='( ISO.*YYI4J .)~180.
--~ ~ - - --GO-- TO-52---

61 RL=20.0
-------Xl::-.::::9"9<.-Q-- .-.-.-.-----------

ALPR=(20 •• YY{4)~180.
A'l:PI={ 14-n.-*YY(-4-)')/ISOi-

C
-----c-- -
, C

GENERA'TION--OF CiJEFFICIENT 'MATRIX

. - -_._----~--

6-Z'-OA-='{-('X'AF'D.'*2-}/-XF'FD'~I-XD'+X'T-)-)'/OMEG'E-- ----- .----. ----- - --------.-----
QA={XAFD~{OMEGE*RFD)I*IXFFD-lXAFD •• 2)~(XD+XT)1

----~ - 004'S'-l=-I-,5 .. ------ .---_ .. -

004SJ=l,S
----4-8 -s-n.cl'.l-""o. 0 - -- .--

S 1 I. I ) =RA/DA
--S{-IT2,l-=~I-XQ+ 'XT1-~'D1\"

B{I,5)=I./OA
..------ --g-{l,Sl=-RFD/lXFFD*DA:l .- .... _~

BII,3)=-8{I,SJ*XAFD
B{'2,-1 ).=- I{ XD+XT1/1 X'O-+-XTl)-*OMEGE-
BI2.21=-(OMEGE*RAJ/IXQ+XTI

----------ai-2. 3-)='1 DMEGE*'XA-PDi7'-I-X'O+"XT-l------------- --------.---.----------

BI2,51=-OMEGE/IXQ+XTI
-- ..- --A8=RFO*OA*(XO<'XT.)---------- --

B(3.1}=-(RA.XAF~ •• 2)/AB
..... "'--"Bl 3',2-}='I-(XQ+xr)*'lxAFD*~'2-J) /A8'

B{3.31=-XAFD/QA
813,5) =- l X.AFC**2) /AS
613,81=1./OA
BI4.IJ=-IOMEGE*RLJ/XL
8(4,21=OMEGE



CALCULATION OF CONSTANTS

- ----B<?i.-ST=O"MEGE-'KL -
B(4.Bl=-COMEGE*V81/XL
8~-STI-J -==8-(-472->-
B( s, 2 1=8 (4.r)

----- -~-__Sr5-,:;Y=Br4-,-SI

B(5,81=B(4,B)--c-- -~ ------------
C

--~C

--------------------------- .•--.~

.- -~._------- -----------------------

A61=-(R+C6./YY(4IJ*XCOI*(OMEGE/XLRI
Y-(-2"!"=3.0- -------- ------ ----- - --- ---------~~--~~---------~~-------

BA=OSQRT( Y(2) I
"'-A-=13.*BA 17YYC-41------~-- --------- - - --- --- -- - -----

A6S=(OMEGE/XLRJ*AA*OCOS(ALPRI
Ab-8=1"01l1E-G"E"Xt:"R-)-*-A-A-*D-CO-S-(A-L::P'I-)"VS~---~-~--~~---------------
A71=OCOS(ALPR)

-~~- --~-A?2=~XCO/B"A -

ABI=(2.*BA)/YY{4)
-------A-9T=TYYC-41.-.21/12.

40 A51=TM/C2.*H)
AS"2==X~A'FD'l'-("""2:-.~*11~)--------- _. --------------------------------
AS3=-(XQ-XO)/(2 •• H)

- ~- ------- -Y-Cn-"'S-(T.B )-"'EFD --- - -- ---

Y(3)=B(3,Sl*EFO
----y n'il=A68-- -------

c
---IF t"I::l::.GT.I"")-G-o-T-o-S------

WRI T E ( 3, 21 )
---- -2 r-FORWAT (/ ISOX,' COEFFI CI ENT --OF THE --MATR-IX.-I/-)---- ----------- - -

WRITE (3.1}(3(I,Jl,J=I,8I,I=I,5)
-~-~- ----WRTTE '(-3;22"1'

, 22 FORMAT(1150X,'CONSTANTS'lll
-lIJRITE-(-3.23-1--- -- -~------

23 FORM.AT" (8X, JlASt' 11 13X.,' A55" , 13X.," A68'l1, 13X,' A71Jl 1I13X:t 1 A72' 11 13X., 11 A31'
1 ,1"3X ," A914-.13X ,-'-A-S-l'7/--)---"-- _.- .---- -~---~----

WRITE (3,1) A61.A65.A68,A7I,A72,ASI.A91,ASI
--- - - ---- - --WRI TEl 3,24) --- ~ - - ---- -- -----------

24 FORMAT (/8 X~ • A52 ~ ., 13 X., of A53' :9 13 X it 11 Y ( 1 ) • ., 13X ., II Y( 3) • , 13X:, , Y( 6 ) • / / )
~JR-IcrE -(~3,-r)--A-5-2.A.5"3.Y-!-I-lc,-Y-(-3').Y(-6-)---------------~--------------

WRITE (3.601
60- FORMAT-ClHl; 10K,' FAULT DURATIOt\l 6 CYCLES, OPENING--TIME-I-9--CYCLES.,

10C POWER INCREASED .'111
WRITE-(3,-251-

25 FORMAT(SOX,'RESULTS'lll
WR"ITE-(-3 ."21:';-)---- - - ----- - -----~- --------- ------ ~ -~- ------- -- ---------

26 FORM Ar (6 X •• TI M~ ' ., 4 X:t .0::: L TA" ~ 5X., • SL I p. ,t 7 X .•• I D' ., 7 x.., '1 Q' .,6X., It I FD' .,
- 1 fiX., ,. IDA t- ., 6-X~.,-l-Qt\-..-~-7X j" I-R "",,-"7X .,"'1 VD J ,.• 7:<;., -1 V-Q"'.•6X ,- 'I VORI- "i"BX-;--.<JTOR' .,6X .•.- .

2' I OR'.1 11
---,ml.E -(-3-.-51'"1""r ,DEL, X(7). I XI I-j .1'=1 ,-61-.-(--X( I') ~,-I-=9-,1"3)-

C
------.S--MM-=-I-- - - --------

29 DO 17 1=1.8
-~- -------- 1--7 AX( I )=X( 1}-

ODT=OT*.5

c __ ~ • __ ~ _

--~- -----,-~-- ------_._------------- -~- --- -"--------



C
- --C---"CAtCUL:AT-I'ON -OF-'RUNGE -COE'FF-ICIENTS'--- ...----------

C
".

--- . -_._-- -- -------

----_ .••_-_._--------

SGl:tJ'T-I'ON--OF-'THE .I\-l::-GEBRA-IC--EQUAH-GN-"

.. _.. pc-cr,-L )=B I r ..•T) *X(1'n'B{ 1,2""( XC7) + 1-. I "XIZ) +o( 1;-3')~X'("3) +6 ('}',S-)*X'(9)'

1 +Y{ 1 )
'HC( 2 ,L }=S{ 2,1) *X ( 1')*( X(7 )+'1.') +B (2.; 2)*X (2)-+S( 2.3) *(.X(? 1"-1,-) *X ( 3 H"

IS( 2,S)*X( 10)
--------PC(3,.I:-j.=S-«3, I')'*k(-I")"-St'5',',21*'{ x.,(-7,)'+-I-.--)-*X-{-2')-+I3'('3,;3-}-*')(-{-3-)+'B'{-3.-5-)'"X-('9-) +-----

1Y(3)
HC( 4',1: I =B'(A •.l) *x (',) +6 (4,.'2i *( Xl 7) + I".) *X'(-S-)+-B{4, S'),,*X'(-9')+S( 4,8) *DS'I'N'('-'" _._-.

IX(8»
HC(,S', L') =B,( S. 1 H' ( X( 7)'+ 1-.-) '*X( 4) +B ('S,'2),*X-('S ')+B( S,;'S')-*X-(-I'O,}'+B( S, 8 J*DCDS -.-.-.-

llX(8)J
HC(6.;t:,-)=At;-I-*X{ 6) +At>-5*X'('I'I-)+Y-{-61 - _ ..... - --------
RC{7.LJ=AS1+AS2*X(2)*X{3)+AS3,*X(I)*X(2)

'--'RCl'8,l:1=OMEGE,*X( 7)
IF (L.EQ.3lDDT=DT

. --.- 'IF tl:~-EQ.4)-'GO TO 7

DO 12 1= I, 8
-----I--2-X.(-I-.l __A-X1-1-1.+RC(CI-•.L.l-*.BD'f~-------------------------------

C
----c--

c
.. -. --'-P9=A71-+{ A72*X( 6.1) /X{-'11')'

PI0=DSQRT{I.-P9**2J
--------.P.l-1 ..=,p-t-o.;fP"9.--. -

PHIR=DATAN{-PII}
.... ---'X(cl2-l=A8I*X(t>J*DS-IN1'PH.IR1

X(13)=A81*X(6J~DCOS{PHIRI
. '---'-'---'X'{-lO 1=(-( A"H-*X( H}'JI( X(6)''''*'2 J'l*{x.{ Il*X{ 12'J+X{' 2}*XI. 1'3) -x (-4 H'-X{'I2)-

\ lXIS)*X{13)}
, X{'9) ='(--)('{"1-3'}'*-X-{-I(JJ- X( '1'1-1*-('X-{'2'}-X'{-S-)'}'1-7'X'(~1-2')---------------------

Xl11}=DSQRT{X(9)**2+XII01**2)
--- _.. 2 'CON'T-INUE~- - -. - - --- .. - - . -'-

C
.'-'--7--00- 14--1= I .•8 - ...- .. -- .__ .-_.. - -.--.

1 4 X(-I ) =AX( I ) + ( DT/ 5. l ~,{RC( 1. 1 ) +2. '* ( RC (I .2) +RC( I .3) }+RC( I, 4 J )
---'c------ ---------------------------.---------------------

P9=A71+IA72*X{6}}/X{IIJ
.-... --- - PI0=DSQRT'( 1.'-P9**2.).

Pll=PIO/P9
.... ---.-----PHIR.=DATIIN'l Pl'l J'" .... - ..~~.

X{12}=A81*X{61*JSIN(PHIR)
------X.{-:I-5-1.=Ai'l'l-*X-(-t>-)-*-;)COS {-PH.(-R-)-.-.------- ------------ ----.---------

X( 10 ) = {{A91* X( 1 I ) ) / {X( 6) ** 2) 1* {X( I )* X( 12) +XI 2} *X{ I 3 J -I( ( 4) '"X,(12 }-
-- ...-~-. -IX{ 5) *X<-I3)') - - --.... - .. - - .- ..-.-----

X{9}= I X{ 1.3 I *X{ IO} - X{ II }* {Xl 2} - X( S ) } l /X ( 1 2)
.---.-----X.{-11)=DSQRT(.XI 9)*~'2+X'{1-0}'**21"

C
------- T=T'+D'T--'- -.- -.'- --,_.- ~ ---'- - --

MM=MM+l
.. "'-'IFIMM-IO-o')"'29.29.28'
28DEL=(X{8}*180.)/YY(4}

-----~ ---------_._-------_.- -----------------



C
--C---GRA-PHI-CA-e-pc-orTING-, a-ElcTII -v 5-1'1 ME

C
MN=MN+I
IFIMN.LE.5) GO TO 35

--------MN="l- ---

IDEL=DEL/3.+0.5
-------I-Y=2-S~-oEt------

IFIIY.EO.O) IY=1
rr-=T*'l-OO-, +-0-.--5----..---------- -- -------- ---- ----- -- - -- - ------- --- ---
IX=TT

-- ---- - -- - --I K-l' I-Y-; IX '.)-=5 TAR- -- -- -

c

-'-.-

------~35-t:t::"=t:t-+-l--~.-----------------------------------------------
IFILL.EO.13) GO TO 61
IFI Lt;c.-EO.-3-7J GO-TO -ti-3-

27 IFIT-0.5J 5.39.39
~3-9--WRITEt3-. 32)"--- ---- --- -- -------- ---- - ----

32 FORMAT IIHI.50X,'GRADHICAL PLOT. DELTA V5. TIME. './~OX.'ONE DIVI
------1-51' ON=3--DEGRE-E-I-~-Y --A;X-I-5,-, .-;I'S-O-X,"tJNE-D-I-V-I-5I1'lN=O-..-o-I:-SeC,,--1-N.,--X-kX-:I-5-.------

2'////1
-- --- WRITE-l-) • 4-1-) -(-I I K( I • JJ-. -J=l, 100 )-; 1=-1-.-25-)- -- ----- -- - --- ~--,-- -

41 FORMATII0X.IOOAIJ
"CALL EXI T
END

--_ .._---------- -_.- -_. - ~. - -_ .. -- ------ -----

----------- ------------ _ ..__ .-- -_.__ ._------------------------ ------

-----"'- -_.-_._----

---------------------- ---_._-- ._-- -_. --~_. - ---------~---------

-------_ ..~_.----- ._. -'--- - - -----
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